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Acky?s Reloaded secures 15% funding, Linux version confirmed [2]

If you are a retro gamer, chances are breakout holds a special place in your heart. That simple
game of ping pong is perhaps the most iconic of all the games of yore. Though there have been
many attempts to clone the game as well as the fun, few were successful. Acky?s Reloaded is
a reimagining of Acky?s XP Breakout which was a famous breakout clone. Now, thanks to
Kickstarter, the game has crossed the 15% milestone of funding, which means that it will be
made available on Linux too!

The Vanishing of Ethan Carter Adventure Game Might Arrive on Linux ? Gallery and Video[3]

The Vanishing of Ethan Carter, a superb adventure game with an almost photo-realistic
engine, might be getting a Linux release.
The developers of The Vanishing of Ethan Carter from The Astronauts have been working on
this game for quite some time and the results are outstanding. So far, the game has been
announced on the PC and PS4 platforms, but the devs are thinking about releasing a Linux
version as well.

Dreamfall Chapters Confirmed for the PS4 alongside OS X, Linux PC and Windows, Trailer and Release Date Revealed[4]

Any Gamers in the house? [5]

Ultimate Edition 4.2 Gamers 32 bit 100% exists today due to TheeMahn O/S Builder (tmosb)
1.8.8, 08/22/2014.

Leadwerks Launches On Steam For Linux [6]

The Leadwerks Game Engine has officially launched on Steam for Linux.
Leadwerks had been in beta on Steam for Linux but as of today the official release has taken
place. This milestone comes several months after Leadwerks launched in the Ubuntu Store.
The Linux port of the game engine came after a successful Kickstarter campaign last year.

SteamOS Repositories Are Now Down [7]

The SteamOS repositories and some of the other resources provided by Valve seem to have
some connectivity problems and users can't perform updates.
The issues with the SteamOS repositories seem to be intermittent and there are already a
number of users on the official forums complaining about this issue. So far, not many users
have noticed it, but if it persists, the number of affected people might rise.

Abyss Odyssey 2D Platformer to Get a Linux Version Soon [8]

Abyss Odyssey, a side-scrolling action adventure game developed by ACE Team and
published ATLUS, will be getting a Linux version on Steam soon.

Vendetta Online Space MMO Becomes More Stable with the Latest Update [9]

Vendetta Online, an MMORPG (massively multiplayer online role-playing game) from Guild
Software Inc., has advanced to version 1.8.304.

LGOGDownloader: Command Line GOG.com Game Downloader For Linux [Ubuntu PPA][10]

The tool can download GOG.com games (including language-specific installers if available),
list / download updated files, resume unfinished downloads, repair downloaded installers,

download extras such as artwork or manuals and more.

The Humble Jumbo Bundle 2 [11]

Hey there! Time for a new Humble Indie Bundle, this time called The Humble Jumbo Bundle
2, featuring 7 games, and well.... Sadly, only 1 of them is available on our favourite operative
system.

Wine 1.7.25 Brings Fixes for World of Warcraft, Adobe Creative Cloud, and More [12]
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